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This paper briefly presents the development of my ideas about Soviet agriculture and the famine
of 1931-1933 and some of the issues that this research has raised. It omits my work on India and
world agriculture, which I would be happy to discuss.
The standard view sees Soviet collectivization as a policy of exploitation, a view based on
certain Marxist theories and a very selective use of evidence. The standard view also holds that
the famine of the early 1930s was the result of collectivization. A related interpretation views
the famine as genocide aimed against allegedly rebellious nationalists.
My research has shown that the famine resulted from drought, plant disease and pest infestations
that caused two years of crop failures. I argue that this famine has to be understood in a broader
context of earlier famines and Soviet agricultural sciences. I showed that the famines of the
1920s, not mentioned in previous studies, led Soviet leaders to resort to collectivization to
restructure Soviet agriculture on the model of American mechanized farming, as an attempt to
overcome its vulnerability to environmental disasters.
Another important context is the history of Soviet agricultural sciences. The literature is split
over the ability of Trofim Lysenko to distort Soviet biological research. Some studies focus on
Lysenko’s victims such as N. I. Vavilov and overstate Lysenko’s impact; others show that many
scientists evaded his domination. The case of Pavel Luk’ianenko shows that there were
scientists in the USSR who witnessed the famine, understood its environmental causes, and
worked to improve Soviet agriculture to prevent these disasters despite Lysenko.
My research challenges the widely-held and publicized interpretation of the 1933 famine as a
man-made famine that the Soviet regime allegedly imposed on Ukraine and other regions like
Kazakhstan, to suppress political opposition or for other reasons. My work shows that these
arguments usually misuse evidence, avoid contrary evidence, and misrepresent or ignore
alternative interpretations.
I am working now on a project on the history of Russian and Soviet famines that addresses their
causes, the relief efforts to deal with them, and the interpretations of them. I will discuss
scientific attempts to explain and devise methods to avert them, include Luk’ianenko’s work.
1. My work in this field began with my dissertation:
Commune to Kolkhoz: Soviet Collectivization and the Transformation of Communal Peasant
Farming, 1930-1941. PhD dissertation, UCLA, 1991.
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In this I was strongly influenced by James Scott’s work on the “moral economy” and the
arguments about peasant resistance. In working on this dissertation, however, I increasingly
found the evidence for resistance to be isolated cases and not representative, and I also found
other more concrete forms of evidence that suggested a different interpretation.
The key insight was in my first article:
2. "The 1932 Harvest and the Famine of 1933." Slavic Review, v. 50 no. 1, Spring 1991, 70-89.
Exchanges with Robert Conquest on this article, Slavic Review, v. 51 no. 1, Spring 1992, 192194; v. 53 no. 1, Spring 1994, 318-319.
This article presented the data from the kolkhoz annual reports, which were final harvest data
and showed that the 1932 harvest was much smaller than indicated in the official harvest
statistics. It discussed evidence that the famine affected large areas of the country, cities as well
as rural areas, and concludes that the famine was the result of serious crop failures. The main
work to which I responded in this article was Robert Conquest’s Harvest of Sorrow, and my
debates with him were published in Slavic Review as listed here.
As a result of this work Robert Davies, a well-known British historian of the USSR whom I met
while doing dissertation research in the UK, invited me to participate in two projects, which
resulted in the following articles:
3. "Soviet Grain Stocks and the Famine of 1932-1933," coauthored with R. W. Davies and S. G.
Wheatcroft, Slavic Review v. 54 no. 3, Fall 1995, 642-657.
Republished in Christopher Read, The Stalin Years, London: Palgrave-MacMillan, 2003.
4. "Narkomzem SSSR and Economic Decision-Making in the 1930s." Chapter in E. A. Rees
and R. W. Davies, eds., Soviet Economic Decision-Making in the 1930s, London: MacMillan,
1997, 150-175.
The grain stocks article documented that the Soviet regime accumulated grain stocks during
1932 and then distributed them as famine relief in 1933. It was a response to an unpublished
paper by a Russian scholar that claimed that the USSR had large stocks that it withheld, which
turned out not to be true.
The Narkomzem article discusses the policies of the Soviet agricultural commissariat during the
1930s, and some of the agricultural policies it implemented. At this point neither I nor any other
historians knew about Luk’ianenko.
During my research for these articles in Moscow, I came across much other evidence that
challenged components of the traditional interpretation of the 1931-1933 famine and Soviet
agricultural history. My work with this evidence resulted in the following publications.
5. "Grain Crisis or Famine? The Ukrainian State Commission for Aid to Crop Failure Victims
and the Ukrainian Famine of 1928-1929," in D. J. Raleigh, ed., Provincial Landscapes: Local
Dimensions of Soviet Power (Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 2001).
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This article documented the previously unknown famine of 1928-1929 in Soviet Ukraine, the
Soviet relief effort for this famine, and some Soviet leaders’ responses to it. This article also
discussed the similarly overlooked 1924 famine, which affected Ukraine and the rest of the
USSR, and for which the regime also provided relief using imported food.
6. Statistical Falsification in the Soviet Union: A Comparative Case Study of Projections,
Biases, and Trust, The Donald W. Treadgold Papers in Russian, East European, and Central
Asian Studies (Seattle: University of Washington, 2001), no. 34. 81pp.
This paper explained the differences between the official harvest statistics of 1932 and the much
smaller harvests reported in the kolkhoz annual reports. It showed that the official data were
forecasts, and were therefore different in kind and much less reliable as an indication of the
causes of the famine than the annual reports, which the collective and state farms were required
to submit every year.
7. Natural Disaster and Human Actions in the Soviet Famine of 1931-1933, The Carl Beck
Papers in Russian & East European Studies (Pittsburgh: REES, University of Pittsburgh, 2001),
no. 1506. 63pp.
This paper, based on my first paper for the Yale Agrarian Studies series, documented the
environmental factors that reduced the 1932 harvest, especially the 1932 rust infestation, and
argued that these factors were more important than labor, lack of draft forces or other factors in
causing the crop failure and the famine. Previous historical studies never mentioned most of the
environmental factors I discussed, which were based on Soviet, European, and American
scientific studies and data.
8. “Soviet Peasants and Collectivization, 1930-1939: Resistance and Adaptation,” Journal of
Peasant Studies, v. 31 nos 3-4, April/July 2004, 427-546.
Republished in Stephen Wegren, ed., Rural Adaptation in Russia, New York: Routledge, 2005.
This article returned to the issue of peasant resistance that I had studied in my dissertation. It
critical evaluated the idea of a “resistance interpretation,” showing some of the problems in the
data for that interpretation. It placed that evidence in a broader perspective that took into
account a more comprehensive range of actions of peasants in the USSR in the 1930s. The
article showed that peasant resistance was a much less common pattern than adaptation to the
new system, and cannot be seen as a major cause of the system’s problems.
9. “Stalin, Soviet Agriculture, and Collectivization,” in Food and Conflict in Europe in the Age
of the Two World Wars, ed. Frank Trentmann and Fleming Just, New York: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2006, 109-142.
This article drew out the implications of my 2001 study of the 1928-1929 Ukrainian famine for
the standard view of collectivization as a means to exploit peasants and facilitate “procurement”
of food from villages. The economist James Millar questioned this view in the 1970s by
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showing that the regime invested more in collective agriculture than it extracted from it. My
article argued that these larger expenditures were not accidental, as Millar thought, but
intentional. I argued that the famines, famine relief and imports of the 1920s, and the
weaknesses of Soviet agriculture (which neither the standard view nor Millar even mentioned),
convinced Soviet leaders that Soviet farming was vulnerable to disasters because it was outdated
and primitive. The leaders decided to restructure Soviet farming based on U.S. mechanized
farming, which they saw as the most advanced farming system at the time. They began with a
program of mechanized state farms in 1928 as a test project for collectivization.
10. “Modernization in Soviet Agriculture,” in Modernisation and Russian Society since 1900,
ed. Markku Kangaspuro and Jeremy Smith, Helsinki: SKS, 2006.
In this article I critiqued some widely-held negative views about Soviet agriculture by comparing
certain aspects of Soviet agriculture to similar patterns in Western capitalist agriculture. This
comparison also included a discussion of collectivization in light of Western farming.
11. “Famine in Russian History,” The Supplement to the Modern Encyclopedia of Russian and
Soviet History, v. 10 (Gulf Breeze, Florida: Academic International Press, 2011), 79-92.
This encyclopedia article was a first attempt to work out my idea of viewing Soviet famines in
light of the long history of famine, famine relief, and views of famine in Russian history.
My ideas also developed in several so far unpublished papers on the 1924 famine, on American
influences on Russian and Soviet agricultural scientists, and on Vavilov and Luk’ianenko.
Because my research challenged established views associated with Cold War anticommunism,
some referees attacked my papers in reviewing them for publication, and some editors demanded
I change them to conform to the old views. Three times my articles were rejected, but other
journals or series always accepted them. A few scholars dealt with my work in ways that
constituted academic malfeasance. I published one article about a particularly egregious case:
11. “Arguing from Errors: On Certain Issues in Robert Davies’ and Stephen Wheatcroft’s
Analysis of the 1932 Soviet Grain Harvest and the Great Soviet Famine of 1931-1933,” EuropeAsia Studies v. 58 no. 6, September 2006, 973-984.
Another case involves the Yale historian Timothy Snyder, who revived the old views of
collectivization as exploitation and the 1933 famine as genocide in his recent book Bloodlands.
Snyder asserted (on p. 41-42) that during the famine of 1932-1933, Stalin did not reduce exports
and did not provide famine relief. He cited as evidence the article (number 3 above) on Soviet
grain stocks. In fact our article documented (pp. 652-653) that the Soviet government reduced
exports and distributed millions of tons of grain as famine relief. I had documented these points
in my other articles, dating back to 1991. Snyder stated at the honorary Callahan Lecture at
West Virginia University in February 2012 that he had read “everything” I wrote.
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Snyder also asserted (on p. 395) that Stalin allowed grain exports in order to make a “profit,”
citing no evidence. My 1991 article, which Snyder asserted that he read, cited archival sources
that the Soviet regime had fallen behind in paying its foreign debts and faced extremely punitive
actions from foreign countries. According to German Chancellor Bruening, “their credit would
be destroyed for good and all” if they did pay their foreign currency debts.
Most of these points are also documented in easily available sources. For example, the Wall
Street Journal reported on 10 December 1932, p. 10, that the Soviets had cancelled grain exports
to all but one of its foreign purchasers. Snyder’s bibliography included other publications that
documented famine relief in 1933. Robert Conquest’s Harvest of Sorrow, a key book for the
Holodomor interpretation, admits that Soviet famine relief ended the famine in a few months.
He did not cite any of these publications in his book.
Snyder’s claims that the USSR maintained large exports and withheld reserves are central to his
book’s argument, which views the 1933 famine as essentially the same as the Holocaust. If the
regime reduced exports and distributed millions of tons of food from reserves as famine relief,
then the image of the Soviet man-made famine is not correct. The Nazis in World War II
obviously did not send millions of tons of food relief to alleviate conditions in the concentration
camps. The famine affected most of the country, including 40 million people in towns
dependent on a rationing system, which also distinguishes the Soviet case from the Holocaust.
Soviet leaders made bad decisions that worsened the famine, but the regime also provided relief
and helped peasants produce a larger harvest that ended the famine. Their actions continued
relief programs that date back to the 1920s and the Tsarist regime. Here is what one Ukrainian
reader wrote to me about my 2001 article on the 1928-1929 famine in Ukraine.
“I was reading the first article you sent me on the way home and I'm glad you mention those
famines in the late 20s because it seems that insofar as we can trust the evidence from that era, it
creates a serious problem for those who would claim that the famine was "man-made" or
"engineered". Obviously they made some mistakes in 31-32 in terms of policies, but it doesn't
make sense that they would enact so many relief measures during several consecutive famines,
only to start deliberately starving the same people shortly after.”
Snyder explicitly told me that he read this article, but did not mention it or the 1928 Ukrainian
famine in his book or his talk.
Overall, my work has brought to light an environmental and agrarian history that the older
literature on Soviet collectivization has omitted. I think it is essential for anyone writing about
agrarian topics to address this research, rather than ignore it in order to make a political point.
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“Pavel Pantelimonovich Luk’ianenko and the Origins of the Soviet Green Revolution”
Mark B. Tauger, West Virginia University1
©Mark B. Tauger, Dept. of History, West Virginia University
Forthcoming in a collection of articles from the Second International Workshop on Lysenkoism,
Vienna, Austria, June 2012.
INTRODUCTION:

The idea of a “Soviet Green Revolution” seems almost inconceivable: according to almost all
scholarly and popular publications, the Stalinist policy of collectivization devastated Soviet
agriculture, and the pseudoscientist Trofim Lysenko, supported by Stalin and Khrushchev,
similarly destroyed Soviet genetics. Recent studies, however, have challenged this stereotype
about collectivization.2 This article deals with Soviet genetics and plant breeding, and also
contributes to a revised view of collectivization, by describing and contextualizing the hybrid
wheat-breeding work of Soviet scientist Pavel Panteleimonovich Luk’ianenko at the Krasnodar
agricultural research institute in the Kuban region. Luk’ianenko and his associates -created
wheat varieties resistant to several of the environmental threats that had long caused crop failures
and famines in Kuban and elsewhere in the USSR. These varieties included semidwarf highyielding varieties [HYV] of wheat - such as Bezostaia-1 - which achieved international
recognition for their high quality.

Luk’ianenko’s work, which continued the work of the great Soviet biologist Nikolai Vavilov and
was clearly on the forefront of world applied genetics, took place in the USSR during the peak
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period of Lysenko’s power. This Soviet breeding program began before the plant breeding work
of Norman Borlaug in northwest Mexico that was later called the “Green Revolution,” and
continued contemporaneously with it. The Soviet program had the same objectives, employed
the same basic breeding methods based on standard genetic principles, and used many of the
same sources of plant germplasm, including hybrid dwarf and semi-dwarf wheats from Japan,
Italy, Argentina and the USSR. The concurrence of Lysenko’s dominance and Luk’ianenko’s
initiation of a Green Revolution in the USSR, absent from the historical literature except for a
single brief reference in one publication, raises important questions about the conventional
interpretation of Lysenkoism and Soviet agriculture.3

This article outlines the main components of the Green Revolution outside the USSR, and
describes and analyzes the main Russian and Soviet research that laid the basis for similar
developments in the USSR. It then discusses the limits of Lysenko’s attempts to stop Soviet
genetics research: it was possible for an innovator to emerge despite Lysenko’s administrative
position and his efforts to control Soviet research in genetics and agricultural sciences. Finally,
it reviews Luk’ianenko’s work and discusses important issues that this history raises.

A. The International Green revolution

The usual story of the Green Revolution focuses on plant scientists from the United States.4
According to this story, Mexican officials asked the Rockefeller Foundation for aid in 1942, after
infestations of rust, a major fungal plant disease of wheat, devastated wheat crops and greatly
reduced harvests three years in a row. The Foundation financed a group of scientists who began
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a research program in Mexico to breed wheat resistant to disease and drought. One of these
scientists, Norman Borlaug, set up an experiment station in Ciudad Obregón in northwest
Mexico, and in the 1950s introduced into its breeding program the partly Japanese dwarf wheat
Norin 10. By the early 1960s, Borlaug’s group had bred semi-dwarf high-yielding varieties
[HYV] that produced much higher yields when used with a “package” of fertilizer, pesticides,
and irrigation. These varieties inherited from Japanese wheat one or more “reduced height
genes” (Rht), which caused the plants to grow short but very thick and sturdy straw much less
likely to “lodge” or collapse.5 This crucial phenotype transformed these plants into high-yielding
varieties because it allowed farmers to use more fertilizer, so the plants could develop a larger
ear of grain containing more and heavier seed without the risk that lodging would destroy the
crops. In 1963, the Ciudad Obregón center was renamed the International Center for the
Improvement of Maize and Wheat, known by its Spanish acronym CIMMYT.

Borlaug encouraged international exchanges of varieties to develop new ones, and proselytized
among world leaders to adopt the high-yielding varieties. After two years of droughts, crop
failures, and incipient famine in 1965-1966 in India, Borlaug persuaded Indian politicians to
import high yielding varieties of wheat and begin breeding programs. By 1970 India
dramatically increased its wheat production. For this success as well as his previous work
Borlaug was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1970. In 1971 CIMMYT and other recently
formed research centers were unified under the Consultative Group on International Agricultural
Research [CGIAR], which now includes 16 agencies working on a wide range of agricultural
problems.
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This narrative of the Green Revolution is incomplete and slightly misleading because it omits or
minimizes plant breeding work done before Borlaug and outside the United States in an
international effort to produce higher-yielding crops. A brief review of this earlier history
provides the necessary background to Luk’ianenko’s work and helps understand his unique
contribution.6 Japanese farmers obtained the short wheat varieties in the 16 th century from
Korea, where they had been grown since late antiquity.7 In the 1920s, Japanese breeders crossed
a short variety with varieties from the Mediterranean and Russia to produce 18-inch tall Norin10.8 Meanwhile, the first European to incorporate Japanese varieties and breed what were in
essence the first HYVs was the Italian scientist Nazareno Strampelli (1866-1942).9 Strampelli
set out to breed high-yielding wheat because of Italy’s dependence on imported wheat, as in
1904, when crop failures caused shortages in Italy while Argentina, its main source of imports,
had an enormous harvest. Strampelli set out to make Italy self-sufficient in wheat years before
Mussolini recruited him to lead his “Battle for Wheat” campaign of the 1920s. 10

Strampelli and his co-workers at his research center in Rieti produced at least 65 new wheat
varieties that substantially increased wheat production in Italy between 1900 and World War II.
He specifically set out to breed wheat that had short stems to resist lodging, ripened early, and
resisted rust, using the Japanese dwarf wheat Akakomughi. Two important results of these
crossings were the varieties Ardito and Mentana, released in the 1920s, and used on millions of
acres in Italy and elsewhere. In 1923, Strampelli went to Argentina with some of his new
varieties and inspired agronomists there to breed new varieties based on the Italian ones. One
breeder used Ardito and Mentana in crossings that produced rust resistant semi-dwarf varieties,
named Klein 30, 31, and so forth, after the scientist who developed them. Borlaug used Mentana
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as one of his main breeding varieties in Mexico in the 1940s, and applied the same basic
approaches as Strampelli. The work of Strampelli and the other Italian breeders was (as an
Italian scholar put it) the ‘first example’ of the Green Revolution. 11

As the examples of Italy and Mexico show, the Green Revolution was inspired by chronic low
food production, vulnerability to crop failures and dependence on imported food. The efforts to
develop new varieties involved cross breeding of diverse domestic and foreign varieties to create
new types of wheat with short, sturdy stems to resist lodging and with resistance to plant
diseases, severe weather, and other characteristics. These characteristics were necessary to
enable these new varieties to produce much higher yields.

B. The Russian Background to the Green Revolution and the work of N. I. Vavilov

The history of plant breeding in Russia and the USSR followed more or less the same pattern as
the Green Revolution in the west: it sought the same goals, used many of the same varieties, and
anticipated Borlaug’s work. Like Mexico and Italy, Russian breeding was also motivated by
agricultural crises. The main difference was the interruption of Stalinism and Lysenko,
discussed in the next section below.

Russia has a long history of famines: famines occurred in more than 400 of its 1,000 years of
Russia’s recorded history.12 Environmental disasters almost always caused these famines:
drought or heavy rain, extreme cold or heat, lodging from heavy rains or excessive plant growth,
weeds, pests, and blights (plant diseases). Russians, from peasants to scientists, tried to alleviate
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and prevent these famines through rituals, food imports, elaborate relief systems, and use of
resistant varieties of wheat and other crops. Some varieties were relatively resistant to certain
environmental threats, such as the drought-resistant “Turkey Red,” as well as other varieties that
Mennonite immigrants from Russia and Mark Carleton of the USDA brought back to the United
States in the 19th century. 13 But severe and complex environmental disasters continued to cause
crop failures and famines in Russia into the 20th century.

From the 18th century, Russian nobles, scientists and officials established agricultural
experimental stations in part to create new varieties of grains and other crops.14 The number of
stations and the competence of their personnel grew as biological knowledge expanded, and as
the regime freed the serfs and founded the zemstvos, rural self-government agencies. Repeated
famines, especially the 1891 famine in the Volga region, motivated the government to expand
this network of experiment stations and other institutions for agricultural research and education.
The trained personnel working in these institutions were educated in Western biological
sciences, studied the research done in Western Europe and the U.S., and traveled there to observe
farms and farming methods.

These efforts to create new famine-resistant crop varieties included searching for unknown wild
and cultivated crop varieties with resistance to environmental threats in Russia and in other
countries. The most important Soviet scientist to undertake this phyto-geographical research was
Nikolai Ivanovich Vavilov.16 From early on in his work, including both his dissertation and his
first expedition to Persia in 1916 under commission from the Russian government, Vavilov
repeatedly dealt with insect infestations and crop diseases and searched widely to find resistant
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varieties. 17 Vavilov’s expedition to Persia became the first of six large plant-prospecting
expeditions in his career, followed by exploratory trips to the Mediterranean, East Africa,
Afghanistan, East Asia, and the Americas. During 1923-1940, Vavilov and his associates went
on 180 expeditions, 140 in the USSR and 40 abroad. By 1940, they had collected more than
250,000 plant varieties, and produced several substantial publications on plant resources in
different world regions.18 The plant and seed collections were stockpiled at a central government
research institute dedicated to collecting plant varieties and plant breeding that underwent
reorganizations and name changes until it became the All-Union Institute of Plant Production
(VIR) in 1930s. Vavilov headed this agency from 1920 until 1940.19 These collections, which
Vavilov called the “world collection,” comprised the first Russian large-scale stockpile of
landraces (local native varieties) of many crops and their wild relatives in Russia and abroad, and
included hybrid varieties created by plant scientists in many countries. In plant collecting, as in
other areas, Russia and the early USSR lagged behind the major European powers and the United
States. These efforts by Vavilov and his colleagues at VIR helped the USSR to catch up with
Western countries in this area of plant research.20 Their work also laid the basis for the Soviet
Green Revolution, because later breeders used many varieties that Vavilov collected to create
Soviet HYVs.

In 1920-1921, while Vavilov was establishing VIR, the USSR endured two extensive crop
failures from drought and other environmental factors, exacerbated by the disruption of the
Soviet civil war. The result was the largest famine in Russian history up to that time. Soviet
leader V. I. Lenin responded by accepting aid from the American Relief Administration under
Herbert Hoover, as well as by importing food independently and distributing it through a large
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Soviet-run relief program to both rural and urban populations. 21 The Soviet government,
specifically the People’s Commissariat of Agriculture of the Russian Republic [NKZ RSFSR]
also responded to the famine with a large-scale program to breed and introduce new droughtresistant and higher yielding grain varieties. It began with a decree issued by Lenin in June 1921
that ordered the agricultural agencies to compile a register of crop varieties, accumulate a
stockpile of “selected seed” - seed of known origin that reliably produce good yields - and to
expand the work and network of experimental stations to produce improved seed and crops.

This famine was the first of three major famines that struck the USSR in the 1920s. The vast
famine of 1920-1923 encompassed the Volga valley, Ukraine, and certain other regions. In
1924-1925, a milder crop failure impacted the same regions and caused widespread starvation. In
response the Soviet government again formed a relief commission, imported food, and fed more
than 12 million peasants as well as part of the urban population. In 1928-1929, a major crop
failure in Ukraine again required the government to import grain, set up a relief agency and feed
hundreds of thousands of starving peasants. This famine was one of the events that pushed the
Stalin regime to implement major changes in agricultural policy, including specifically
collectivization. 22

In response to these crises, the Soviet regime intensified its efforts to improve its agriculture
scientifically. In 1921, Vavilov went to the U.S. and worked with the USDA to obtain American
seed to help Soviet farmers increase their crops in the wake of the famine. 23 In December 1924,
another government decision ordered the agricultural and trade commissariats to set aside about
900,000 tons of selected seed as reserves over the next five to ten years, and the complete
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replacement of all seed used in the USSR with improved varieties. This project turned out to be
impossible to achieve in that period. In December 1927, the government prepared a five-year
plan for seed production. Finally, in 1929, the regime established a central academy of
agricultural sciences, VASKhNiL, headed by Vavilov, to coordinate and advance agricultural
research.24 In its objectives and its management of research institutes in multiple branches of
agriculture, though not in its hierarchical and bureaucratic character, VASKhNiL anticipated
CGIAR.25

The plant-collecting expeditions of Vavilov and his associates in VIR played a central role in
expanding Soviet breeding programs. In their expeditions, Vavilov and his colleagues sought
not only new varieties, but also clues to the geographical origins of cultivated plants. He
believed that these centers of origin would be the most likely places to find diverse and
productive varieties. With such varieties Vavilov envisaged a vast project to breed crops so
productive and resistant to environmental threats that they could end famine in the USSR. 26 The
regime also sent Soviet scientists abroad to obtain plant breeding information and collaborate
with leading foreign scientists.27

Vavilov also published a small book, The Scientific Basis of Wheat Breeding, based on the VIR
wheat collection.28 This book surveyed the main wheat varieties grown in the major producing
countries, the improved varieties developed in several of them, as well as various technical
aspects of wheat breeding. To draw all these findings together, Vavilov included a chapter on
“The Ideal Wheat Variety” that included a long list of characteristics that an ideal variety would
have. These included high grain yield and quality, tolerance of drought and other weather
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threats, stiff straw to reduce lodging, resistance to plant diseases, and awn-less heads—because
growing awns, the thin stalks protruding from the grain husk, diverted the plant’s energy from
growing grain.29

Soviet agriculture in the 1920s resembled that of Italy in the 1900s and Mexico in the 1940s.
The USSR faced environmental crises that caused crop failures—in the Soviet case a series of
famines—and repeatedly resorted to foreign relief and food imports at considerable expense.
The USSR established and expanded institutions for agricultural research, recruited scientists and
plant breeders, and promoted international collaboration and exchange of information and
varieties. Most important, the Soviet government supported Vavilov’s efforts to accumulate an
extensive collection of plant varieties from around the world to use as a basis for a vast program
of plant breeding. Vavilov’s guidelines for “the ideal wheat variety” derived from Western as
well as Russian and Soviet breeding goals. Soviet agricultural science thus by 1930 had both
needs and preparations similar to those in Italy and Mexico, basically the same preconditions for
launching a Soviet green revolution.

C. Stalinism and Lysenko

The Stalin regime began forcibly collectivizing peasant farms in 1929. This was in part a highly
repressive policy, involving the “dekulakization” (expropriation and exile), and in some cases
imprisonment or execution of peasants whom the regime and its personnel (on the basis of a
Marxist theory of class struggle) considered to be a threat. This violence and the administrative
control that collectivization extended over agriculture led some scholars to view collectivization
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as a new version of serfdom. Yet in the circumstances of repeated famines, famine relief, and
other Soviet agricultural policies, collectivization was first of all part of a broader program to
modernize and industrialize Soviet farming. 30 The regime accompanied collectivization with a
large program to accelerate the development and impact of the agricultural sciences, including
not only the establishment of VASKhNiL, but also of many new experimental stations (1300
existed officially by 1932). The government thus began to implement Vavilov’s plans for plant
breeding. But Soviet leaders also demanded much faster results than could realistically be
expected.31

This was the setting for the political rise of Trofim Denisovich Lysenko and his followers.32 The
conventional view is that Lysenko was an incompetent scientist or a pseudo-scientist, possibly a
fraud (in the sense that it is uncertain whether he actually believed what he wrote and said), who
allegedly caused an unmitigated disaster for Soviet genetics and other branches of biological
sciences. First, he and his cronies persecuted competent scientists in many fields of biology on
the basis of politicized pseudo-scientific ideas. Many were forced out of their positions, many
were imprisoned and ultimately executed, while others were driven to suicide or died in part
from the stress of unjustified attacks, interrogations, and threats. Lysenko replaced them with his
followers who were at least as incompetent as he was, if not worse.

Next, Lysenko rejected conventional genetics, dismissed any research or ideas from European
and American scientists as “bourgeois science,” and allegedly prevented Soviet scientists from
conducting legitimate research in virtually all areas of biological sciences. He used his powerful
position in the Soviet science administration to impose simple-minded, incorrect and often
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absurd views and approaches in virtually all aspects of biological research and education, until
his ouster in 1965. Noël Kingsbury writes in his history of plant breeding: “The impact of
Lysenko on plant breeding and other genetically based technologies was devastating. It has even
been suggested that Lysenko’s influence so damaged Soviet agriculture that it, more than any
single factor, led to the demise of Communism.”33 Kingsbury also claims that Soviet genetics
lost three decades because of Lysenko. Valerii Soyfer, in his detailed and substantial study of
Lysenkoism, similarly describes Lysenko’s impact as devastating.35

In this discussion I do not seek to minimize the suffering and injustices endured by those whom
Lysenko and his followers victimized. Nonetheless, several studies have presented substantial
evidence that qualify the impact of Lysenkoism on Soviet scientists and on research in
agricultural sciences.

In his impact on scientists, while some victims of Lysenko suffered tremendously, other Soviet
scientists and agronomists opposed Lysenko openly without suffering significant consequences,
and many others managed to evade his sanctions. Joravsky conducted a prosopographical study
of Soviet biologists and agricultural scientists and found that only a small percentage of these
scientists were subjected to “repression.”37 Most of Lysenko’s opponents were not arrested,
though some lost their jobs.38 Many if not most of the scientists whom Lysenko had removed
from posts found work in scientific fields, and some even continued publishing through various
subterfuges. 39 Krementsov argued that scientific and political considerations, such as patronage
of powerful individuals, protected many biologists and geneticists from dismissal. They often
managed to continue their work in conventional genetics by writing research plans in ways that
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deceived bureaucratic censors. They could publish their work because journals carried brief
articles on Lysenkoist themes as camouflage. 40

A significant literature has also qualified earlier extreme views regarding Lysenko’s impact on
the ideas and practice of the agricultural sciences. Lysenko’s early ideas were not particularly
extreme in the context of biological sciences in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. RollHansen showed that many biologists and agricultural scientists, in the USSR and outside,
questioned “neo-Darwinian” conceptions of incremental evolution and suspected that
environment did play a role in evolution, even if neo-Lamarckism seemed unacceptable to most
of them.41 Vavilov encountered these disputes as a student in the 1890s-1900s.42 From the
1930s onward, when Lysenko rejected “Western” biology and advocated extreme anti-scientific
views, Joravsky, Krementsov, Roll-Hansen, and others document how several scientists and
officials resisted his ideas and his politicization of science. Ethan Pollock notes that even Stalin,
in a late publication, condemned the “Arakcheev” [dictatorial] practices in science, implied that
Soviet scientists should learn from foreign science, and called for open debate. 43 Stalin’s essay
clearly challenged Lysenko, and gave rise to further challenges. Even while Lysenko was in
power, some of his programs failed so visibly that they were openly criticized and reversed, as
for example his idea of cluster planting trees (planting saplings close together in groups rather
than separately and widely spaced) in the Soviet shelter-belt program of 1949-1952.44 After
Stalin’s death, Lysenko and his followers steadily lost power and posts while legitimate
geneticists staged a comeback, which implied that many of these scientists and their ideas
survived.45
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Lysenko’s dominance thus did not expel all legitimate scientists, stop all legitimate research in
Soviet biology, or eliminate opposition to his ideas (much less cause the collapse of the USSR).
In order to provide a more specific context for Luk’ianenko’s work, the following section
presents two concrete examples of these limitations on Lysenko’s influence. First, the conflict
between Lysenko and Vavilov provides an example of how legitimate scientific ideas could
survive such a scientist’s death even under Lysenko. Second, Lysenko’s pet project of
vernalization was not quite as absurd as it is ordinarily portrayed.

Vavilov initially supported Lysenko, who rose from the peasantry, obtained a limited agronomic
education, and was championed by the Soviet press for his early research. Vavilov could see
Lysenko’s ignorance but was impressed by Lysenko’s energy and commitment. He also thought
that Lysenko’s artificial vernalization (see below) could facilitate plant breeding. 50 Initially
Lysenko sought and accepted Vavilov’s support, but by late 1935, Lysenko came to see Vavilov
as an obstacle to his advancement and began a campaign to discredit Vavilov and his associates.
Lysenko’s sycophantic promises to Stalin to breed new varieties rapidly, even when he failed
and pleaded for more time, sounded better to Stalin than Vavilov’s cautious but accurate
warnings that progress would take time. 51

After a series of public disputes between Lysenko and Vavilov and their followers, and
conspiratorial politics behind the scenes, the government removed Vavilov from the presidency
of VASKhNiL in 1936 and appointed Lysenko to the post in 1938. Lysenko attacked Vavilov
publicly and behind his back in meetings with Stalin and other leaders. Vavilov defending
himself and finally attacked Lysenko in 1939, but by then fewer scientists supported Vavilov
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while increasingly key politicians, including Stalin, supported Lysenko.52 In 1940, the NKVD
unexpectedly arrested Vavilov while he was on an expedition to western Ukraine, newly
acquired under the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact. The NKVD interrogated him, and the Military
Collegium of the Soviet Supreme Court sentenced him to execution. Several leading scientists,
including the agrochemist Dmitrii Nikolaevich Prianishnikov, appealed to the Soviet leadership
to spare Vavilov. In 1941 NKVD Commissar Lavrentii Beria decided not to execute Vavilov but
allow him to continue work as an imprisoned scientist. When the Nazi invaders reached
Moscow, Vavilov and many other prisoners were dispatched to the Volga region, where in
January 1943 Vavilov died in prison, ironically of starvation.53

Yet despite Vavilov’s tragic death, Soviet scientists at VIR revived his program of expeditions to
find new plant varieties in 1946, despite the Nazi’s destruction of some VIR laboratories and
fields. From 1946 to 1965, in other words during the period of Lysenko’s rise to dominance and
his fall from power, the Institute conducted 130 domestic and (from 1954) foreign expeditions,
from 1963 often in collaboration with foreign scientists, and its staff members collected some
200,000 more new plant specimens. In addition, the Institute revived in 1952 the practice of
geographical plantings, to test varieties from the world collection, that Vavilov had begun in
1923. VIR also revived Vavilov’s programs of research and publications on the characteristics
and genetics of different categories of plants (with a large book on perennial leguminous grasses
in 1950). 55 This incomplete list of VIR’s postwar work indicates that enough of Vavilov’s
colleagues and students survived the peak of Lysenkoism (at least in part by means of the
subterfuges discussed above) to maintain VIR’s core components, especially its world plant
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collection, and restore its scientific role along the lines Vavilov had laid out in his two decades of
leadership between the wars.

As for vernalization, Lysenko understood the importance of this widespread growth phenomenon
in plants but misunderstood its causes. Most grain plants (as well as many other plants) fall into
one of two “habit” categories: spring habit and winter habit. A winter habit plant like winter
wheat or winter barley, planted in fall, needs a period of cold weather within a certain range of
temperature in order to mature and produce flowers and seed the next spring. “Vernalization” is
the term for this process. Lysenko first acquired recognition by reporting on his experiments of
wetting and cooling winter wheat seeds in early spring to induce them to sprout, and then
planting the sprouted seed in spring. They would then, in some cases, flower and produce grain.
Strictly speaking, this “technique” should be called “artificial vernalization.” European and
Russian scientists and even peasants had also discovered this technique and developed a
theoretical understanding of it long before Lysenko, and since Lysenko referred to only a small
part of this earlier work and only in his first publication on it, his advocacy of this technique as
his own represented a kind of plagiarism. 56

Nonetheless, Lysenko managed to convince the Soviet press and Soviet leaders that this
technique was his idea, and that it would greatly benefit agriculture. Because at this phase so
little was known about genetics, Lysenko and many other specialists and observers believed that
this technique of artificial vernalization actually changed the “inheritance” of the plants and
represented an example of the inheritance of acquired characters.57 Lysenko and his followers
thus used artificial vernalization as a justification for their commitment to what they called “Neo-
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Lamarckism,” which is usually viewed as a mistaken evolutionary theory that preceded Darwin,
and that claims that organisms can pass on to their offspring characteristics they acquired during
their lives.58 Lysenko and some of his followers explicitly defended Lamarckism and NeoLamarckism at the infamous VASKhNiL conference in July-August 1948.59

In fact Lysenkoists misunderstood what they observed. Recent genetics research shows that
grain and other plants have specific genes that regulate their responses to changing temperatures
and photoperiods, which these studies call VRN genes. Plants have multiple VRN genes and
different versions or alleles of them, and their relationships can determine plants’ reaction to
vernalization.61 The VRN genes also interact with other genes, making plants’ ability to mature
with or without a cold spell the result of complex polygenic interactions. 63

Thus the patterns that Lysenko and others saw in their artificial vernalization experiments were
in virtually all cases the result of the plants’ genetic potential rather than of any “change” of
winter into spring wheat, both because of the complexity of plants’ responses to vernalization
and because significant genetic changes are rare events.64 Lysenko’s artificially vernalized
plants may also have grown because of overlooked environmental conditions that had nothing to
do with any change in the plants themselves.65 Lysenko and his followers thus misinterpreted
their experiments by jumping to the conclusion that they had changed what they called the
“inheritance” of the plant, when they actually observed variations among individual plants in
their genetic make-up, that affected their responsiveness to changing conditions.
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Yet Vavilov and other scientists in the USSR saw artificial vernalization as potentially very
useful (and initially supported Lysenko, despite his ignorance, for this reason). Vavilov and his
colleague Nikolai Maksimov in 1932 both argued that artificial vernalization could help breed
plants with shorter growth periods. Vavilov also argued that the technique could allow the use of
tropical and subtropical varieties in breeding by allowing crossing of varieties that normally had
entirely different growth patterns. In 1933 Vavilov referred to grain varieties from Spain and
North Africa that ripened in Saratov experimental plots to assert that the “simple technique of
vernalization” allowed southern varieties to produce normal harvests in northern regions where
they ordinarily could not ripen. Most notably, in 1934 Vavilov argued that artificial
vernalization would facilitate the use of the enormous array of varieties in VIR’s world
collection in crossings to make new varieties.68

Later research and breeding practices have vindicated Vavilov’s predictions. Artificial
vernalization is used as technique to transfer genetic characteristics between winter and spring
crops. At CIMMYT, the Green Revolution center in Ciudad Obregon, Mexico, plant breeders
routinely use “vernalization growth chambers” to allow “winter x spring crosses” which allow
the transfer of important genetic characteristics between plants of different growth habits.69 In
this case, therefore, the technique that Lysenko advocated was actually legitimate and useful,
even though he misunderstood it and caused pointless confusion and worse by imposing his
interpretations of these processes on Soviet science.

Lysenko damaged but did not destroy the field of genetics in the USSR. Despite the tragic and
unnecessary loss of Vavilov and several other leading scientists, the projects that Vavilov began
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resumed after the war. Some Lysenkoist ideas resulted from ignorance that would not be
overcome for decades even in the west. Lysenko also subscribed to the same goals as the Soviet
government and the scientists of the 1920s and before - to increase yields and production and
protect the country from famine – even though he claimed that genetics and geneticists could not
achieve these goals. It is unclear what Lysenko actually thought: Roll-Hansen describes
Lysenko as “sincere in his beliefs” but also refers to his “egotism.” He cites a Soviet scientist
who knew Lysenko, and described him as a cynic who would “run down everything and
everyone who obstructed his purpose.”70 These and other descriptions suggest that Lysenko may
have been a sociopath who mercilessly victimized others to advance himself. 71 This also implies
that his crank ideas were for him a means to achieve power in science by deceiving Soviet
officials. This in turn suggests that scientists who did their work in ways that would not attract
his notice, or provoke his fear or hostility, could continue to do legitimate work. At least one
scientist managed to do this in a dramatic way.

D. Lukianenko and the Soviet Green Revolution

Pavel Pateleimonovich Luk’ianenko was a Soviet scientist who navigated the shoals of
Lysenkoism, and achieved a great deal using conventional genetics-based plant breeding during
Lysenko’s ascendancy. For the Soviet Green Revolution, he played a role comparable to
Strampelli in Italy or Borlaug in the Mexican plant breeding program.

Luk’ianenko was born in stanitsa Ivanovskaia to a Kuban Cossack family in 1901.73 He farmed,
but he also gained basic education before the war. Luk’ianenko endured famine and deprivation
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during his childhood (including the famine of 1911), and then again during the world war and the
civil war. His own and his family’s experiences led him to side with the Bolsheviks. He served
briefly in the Red Army after the Civil War, and then enrolled in the Kuban agricultural institute
in Krasnodar in 1922.

Luk’ianenko decided to become a plant breeder, or selektsioner, based on certain early life
experiences. When he was an adolescent, a village elder described to him the effects of a plant
disease the peasants called ‘zakhvat’ that blackened wheat stems and allowed the plant to
produce only depleted, ‘empty’ grain. This infestation was stem rust, and this description of it
was his first encounter with the plant disease that would be a major focus of his plant breeding
work.74 At the agricultural institute, one of his teachers described the difficult, but potentially
very rewarding life of a plant breeder. This career required intelligence, stamina, and
persistence, not to mention years of work to produce new varieties.75 Luk’ianenko was by this
time quite familiar with the chronic problems in Kuban farming, including rust and other plant
diseases, lodging, drought, and the skepticism and resistance of local peasants to scientific
advice. The prospect of creating crop varieties to overcome these problems persuaded him to
commit his life to this career in the 1920s. 76 During this period he also married Polina
Aleksandrovna, a fellow plant science student, who collaborated with him in this work.77

After graduating, the Luk’ianenkos worked at research institutes in the Crimea and Chechnya,
and in the late 1930s returned to Kuban.78 During these years they increasingly focused on
developing varieties resistant to rust, lodging, and the extremes of cold and dry weather. The
Kuban institute had a variety called ‘dvuruchka’ that was both a spring and a winter wheat, and
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was very resistant to cold, but not rust.79 The Luk’ianenkos’ breeding efforts expanded from
local varieties to varieties from remote parts of the USSR such as Central Asia, and from abroad,
including India, Germany, Canada, the USA and Argentina. They obtained most, if not all, of
these varieties from the collections gathered by Vavilov and his personnel at VIR.80 Aleksandr
Fedorchenko, Luk’ianenko’s biographer, repeatedly states that Lukianenko knew and greatly
respected Vavilov’s work.

The Luk’ianenkos’ breeding efforts were motivated by their own knowledge of chronic problems
of Kuban wheat varieties, but collectivization and the Soviet famine made these problems even
more urgent. With farm collectivization, the Soviet government commissioned plant specialists
to develop varieties that could withstand machine harvesting. Such varieties should ripen
simultaneously and be resistant to lodging and shattering (bursting of the ear and scattering of
grain during harvesting), both chronic problems for grain growers in the Kuban and elsewhere in
the USSR.

The famine of 1931-1933 also resulted fundamentally from another set of environmental
problems with which Luk’ianenko was familiar, but which neither Stalin nor most observers at
the time and since have understood. Stalin did admit that crops in many areas of the USSR
endured a severe drought in 1931, and Soviet authorities returned procured grain back to regions
that suffered from that drought.81 Yet Stalin in a speech in January 1933 stated that the 1932
harvest was not reduced by a crop failure because there was no major drought in 1932. Based on
similar considerations, numerous publications have claimed that the famine was “man-made,” or
even genocide. 82

In fact, however, the USSR did have serious crop failures in 1932 caused by
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environmental factors. Agronomists described and analyzed a series of infestation of crop
diseases, insects, and rodents. The most significant was a vast and severe infestation of rust.
Agronomists estimated that in 1932 rust caused losses of more than seven million tons of grain.
In an extremely important study of the rust infestation in the Northern Caucasus in 1932,
Luk’ianenko estimated that leaf rust destroyed at least 25 percent of the winter wheat harvest in
Kuban alone, the top wheat-growing region in the USSR. The other infestations also caused
substantial losses.83

This infestation of leaf rust began with the 1931 crop. It was caused by a new race of rust to
which almost no local varieties of wheat were resistant. Luk’ianenko, very apprehensive about
the effects of this new rust, undertook to find or create wheat that would resist it. He crossed
Soviet varieties, especially Ukrainka, with North American varieties including Marquis and
Kitchener. Yet this rust strain affected almost all of the 49 different hybrid crosses he was
breeding at the Krasnodar experimental station in 1931-1932.84

Luk’ianenko and the other agronomists at his institute worked intensively on breeding rust
resistant varieties in the wake of the 1931-1933 crises. By 1937, they produced 10,000 tons of
hybrid seeds of wheat that were resistant to rust and cold, many of which could be planted both
in fall and spring. This seed stockpile may have been a factor in the large harvest of 1937.
These plant breeders also continued to focus on short-stemmed varieties to prevent lodging, with
larger consequences a few years later.85
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World War II disrupted this work when the Nazi invaders reached the Northern Caucasus.
Luk’ianenko and his wife and staff had to pack up their main materials very rapidly and flee the
invaders. In the process the Luk’ianenkos lost one of their children, a son, captured and killed by
the Nazis in 1943. They also had to transport substantial amounts of grain, mostly hybrids they
had produced over the previous decade, avoiding Nazi ground attacks and bombing raids, and
then maintain their stocks while in evacuation in Central Asia. Polina Aleksandrovna was
mostly responsible for this work, which resembles the story of the workers at VIR in Leningrad
who starved rather than eating the grain that Vavilov’s expeditions had brought to the USSR.86

Upon the staff’s return to the Krasnodar station in 1944, Luk’ianenko and his wife and associates
resumed the projects of developing rust and cold resistant crop varieties. They also conducted
many experiments in planting winter wheats in spring and spring wheats in fall. These projects
apparently reflected the influence of Lysenko, but also the limited understanding of genetics and
the uncertainties about the effects of environment on inheritance that Roll-Hansen showed were
prevalent at that time. According to Luk’ianenko’s biographer, the breeder performed these
experiments to find “universal” wheat varieties that could be planted both in fall and spring, with
the goal of having high-yielding spring varieties that could replant winter wheat fields destroyed
by winterkill. They also continued cross breeding Soviet and foreign varieties, including U.S.
and Argentine varieties, resulting in an early-ripening variety, Skorospel’ka, that could yield four
tons per hectare, which was three to four time the normal yield of the time. By this time
Luk’ianenko had compiled a list of 26 characteristics of the ideal wheat variety, perhaps
influenced by Vavilov’s list of characteristics of an ideal variety in his book on wheat breeding.87
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The most important result of the station’s breeding efforts was Bezostaia-1, a semidwarf variety
that has repeatedly been recognized as one of the best winter wheat varieties ever produced.88
Bezostaia means ‘awnless,’ and there was at least one natural awnless variety of wheat found in
the 1920s in the Northern Caucasus. This may have been involved in the development of
Bezostaia-1.89 The breeding steps that led to this variety began in 1935 when Polina
Aleksandrovna crossed Kanred-Fulcaster, an American variety, with Klein-33. Klein-33 was
hybrid wheat from Argentina that derived partly from Spanish rust-resistant varieties and partly
from Ardito, one of the short-stemmed varieties produced by Strampelli in the 1910s and 1920s
using Japanese dwarf wheat.

Polina Aleksandrovna had to quit this work in 1952 because of her health, but in 1953 the
original crossing produced Bezostaia-4, which was a semidwarf variety 110 cm tall, resistant to
lodging, rust, and cold. The Soviet government authorized use of this variety in 1955, and by
1957 it was planted on 350,000 hectares. Meanwhile, Luk’ianenko and his staff had crossed this
with other types of wheat and came up with an even better variety, which they first called
Bezostaia-4/1, and later changed to Bezostaia-1. This variety had higher yields than Bezostaia-4,
was rust and cold resistant, and had very good plasticity, which mean that it was a good basic
variety for crossbreeding. According to a Hungarian scientist, many later crossings would have
been impossible without Bezostaia-1 as a basis. 90

Luk’ianenko predicted early on that Bezostaia-1 could become the main wheat type for the
Northern Caucasus. It grew a heavier head of grain than previous varieties, but because it was a
dwarf variety with a sturdy stem, even when mature the plant stood straight up like a broom.
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This made it highly resistant to even the heaviest rain and strongest wind, and very easy to
harvest with low losses. Usually mature wheat in Kuban stood bowed over and had a strong
tendency to fall over into the ground, or lodge, which could cause large harvest losses. Farms
growing Bezostaia-1 obtained harvests routinely double the size of harvests from earlier
varieties, up to six metric tons per hectare.91 This yield is in the order of magnitude of the
highest yields achieved in Mexico at the peak of the Green Revolution in the 1990s. Even if this
six tons per hectare came only from the best-supplied farms, and the others had yields only half
that level, that yield of three tons per hectare was still the average wheat yield in Mexico in the
1960s and 1970s, during the expansion of the Green Revolution there. 92 On the basis of this
work, Luk’ianenko was promoted to full KPSS membership without a candidate stage, and also
made an active member of the Academy of Sciences.

Bezostaia-1 was planted on large areas: at least 13 million hectares (32 million acres) by the late
1960s in the USSR and Eastern Europe, as well as in Iran, Turkey, and in other arid regions. By
1972, it was reportedly planted on 18 million hectares (45 million acres).93 Western scientists
consistently noted its high yields and plasticity, and recognized Lukianenko as one of the major
wheat breeders of the world. 94 At an international meeting on plant breeding organized by
Norman Borlaug in 1971, one questioner asked about “the Russian variety which yielded well at
high latitudes in Turkey in the international winter wheat trials.” Virgil Johnson and Norman
Borlaug answered as follows:

V. A. Johnson: This winter wheat, Bezostaia, has been the highest yielding variety in the
international winter wheat performance nurseries since the project was established in 1969. It is
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in a performance class by itself and it has wide adaptability. Morphologically, it is similar to the
CIMMYT wheats.
N. E. Borlaug: Although this variety was developed in a local program, it has tremendous yield
stability built into it.95

Clearly Bezostaia-1 demonstrated that Soviet wheat breeding could reach the highest western
scientific standards. Perhaps the nearest comparison among Green Revolution varieties was the
“Miracle Rice” IR8, bred by Henry Beachell and his co-workers at the International Rice
Research Institute [IRRI], and widely distributed throughout Asia.96

Connections between the Soviet and Mexican breeding programs grew, and scientists from
Mexico visited the Krasnodar institute.98 In 1971, after Borlaug was awarded the Nobel Prize,
Literaturnaia Gazeta asked Luk’ianenko to write about the Green Revolution, and Luk’ianenko
praised Borlaug as an inexhaustible worker and organizer.99 Lukianenko met Johnson at an
international conference in Turkey in 1972. In February 1973, Borlaug wrote Luk’ianenko,
apologizing for missing the Turkey conference, and invited him to CIMMYT, but Luk’ianenko’s
heart condition prevented him from travelling. Luk’ianenko died in June from a heart attack
while traveling around fields in Kuban to observe the growth of new wheat varieties.100

E. Luk’ianenko, Lysenkoism, and Soviet genetics.

Certainly Lysenko and his associates harmed many legitimate Soviet scientists and misled Soviet
biology students for several decades. In this discussion I do not intend to minimize these losses.
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Yet clearly Luk’ianenko’s work was not “thirty years behind” the leading western workers in
applied genetics.

Luk’ianenko and his associates at the Krasnodar institute bred semidwarf HYVs of wheat in the
late 1940s and 1950s, at the peak of Lysenko’s dominance, to create varieties that would be
resistant to diseases, to extreme weather conditions, and to lodging. These were all the same
objectives that Borlaug and his associates pursued in their work in Mexico at the same time or
later, using some of the same source varieties as Luk’ianenko and his group, including
Strampelli’s from Italy and Klein’s from Argentina. Luk’ianenko’s work was based on
established concepts of genetics and inheritance. None of the Western specialists refer to him or
his work in a negative way or as compromised by Lysenkoism. Luk’ianenko clearly saw his
work as part of an international effort. He consistently used varieties from outside the USSR in
his breeding, seeking new genetic material from them. His publication on the rust infestation of
1932 had a title page and section and table headings in English as well as Russian. Perhaps this
was routine for agronomic publications at the time, but it seems also to reflect a desire to make
this information available to western researchers.

Where was Lysenko in all of this? Luk’ianenko’s biographer repeatedly wrote that Luk’ianenko
greatly respected Vavilov’s work, and did not mention Lysenko at all. In 1989, however, five
years after the publication of that biography, the Soviet journal Molodaia Gvardiia published a
long interview with I. A. Benediktov, Minister of Agriculture from Stalin to Khrushchev (19381958).101 In this interview (about halfway through), Benediktov responded to a question about
Lysenko as a charlatan in part by saying: “A dedicated student of Lysenko, who esteemed him
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to the end of his days, was Pavel Panteleimonovich Luk’ianenko, who was perhaps our most
talented and productive selektsioner…” Benediktov named several of the wheat varieties that
Luk’ianenko created, and also some bred by Lysenko, and added: “however one may criticize
Lysenko, the cropland of our country to this day has dominant agricultural crops introduced by
his students and people who sided with him.” Soyfer, a critic of Soviet agricultural policy, in a
one-paragraph biography of Luk’ianenko in his book on Lysenkoism, wrote that Luk’ianenko
“[R]ose to high administrative position in agricultural science by toadying to Lysenko, but then
left administrative work to take up wheat selection in earnest.”102

At this point I cannot document directly Luk’ianenko’s attitude toward Lysenko, and sources for
determining his attitude may not exist. Yet according to Fedorchenko’s biography, Luk’ianenko
spent virtually his entire career in Krasnodar (he seems to have been absent only during the war),
and worked “in earnest” on wheat breeding also throughout his career. Luk’ianenko’s crucial
study of the 1932 rust infestation in the North Caucasus cites works by Vavilov, Artur
Iachevskii, one of the founders of Russian and Soviet plant pathology, and L. F. Rusakov,
another leading plant pathologist, but no publications or ideas from Lysenko.103 The breeding of
Bezostaia-1 began in 1935, before Lysenko had reached any significant position of control in
Soviet science.

Perhaps something of Luk’ianenko’s attitude to Lysenko can be inferred from the two articles he
published in Lysenko’s journals: one in Iarovizatsiia in 1941, after Lysenko had taken over
VASKhNiL, the other in Agrobiologiia in1948, at the peak of Lysenko’s dominance.
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The earlier article, “On the methodology of breeding winter wheat varieties resistant to leaf rust,”
examined how rust resistance in wheat varied in relation to environmental conditions. The
article cited American studies and its research data employed American varieties, which Lysenko
would not have favored. In the article’s last paragraph, discussing the process of selecting a new
variety for larger-scale testing, Luk’ianenko wrote the only reference in the whole article to
Lysenko: “At the same time we use the intravarietal crossing by means of castration and wind
pollination proposed by Academician T. D. Lysenko.”104 This referred to one of Lysenko’s
irrational schemes to use open-air pollination instead of the controlled breeding that Luk’ianenko
and other scientific breeders used. Luk’ianenko followed this with the last sentence of the article
that referred to “maximum selectivity in fertilization” to preserve resistance, completely the
opposite of Lysenko’s method. It appears that Luk’ianenko cited Lysenko in this minimal,
perfunctory and dismissive way because he had to for some reason, perhaps as a polite gesture to
Lysenko in return for publishing the article. Lysenko’s approach was not an important part of
Luk’ianenko’s research, if he even used it at all; the article did not cite or list any publication or
research by Lysenko. This article was clearly not the work of a “devoted student of Lysenko.”

The title of the second article, “Changing the nature of varieties of winter and spring wheat by
means of changing the conditions of the process of vernalization,” appeared to follow Lysenko’s
theories because it refers to a neo-Lamarckian approach of changing these plants’ “nature”
through inheritance of acquired characteristics from artificial vernalization. 106 In this article
Luk’ianenko discussed the results of experiments in planting winter wheat in spring and vice
versa, which as noted above was one of the experiments that Lysenko misinterpreted. In passing
Luk’ianenko even referred to Lysenko’s interpretation of “destabilized heredity.” Yet this article
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also honestly and clearly reported how most of these experiments either failed or had limited
success. More important, most of the article was oriented toward Luk’ianenko’s main project of
finding varieties resistant to rust and other threats, with multiple tables detailing the extent of rust
resistance of every different spring-planted winter variety line. While this article seemed to
accept, at least implicitly, Lysenkoist claims such as “destabilized heredity” and the idea that
planting winter wheat in spring “changed the nature of the variety,” which were still plausible
given the limited development of genetics at that time, it also presented (as typical for
Luk’ianenko) much straightforward evidence on disease resistance that had practical application
for planting and breeding. It should be noted that agronomists in other countries have also
crossed winter and spring wheat and planted wheat varieties in the wrong season to find varieties
resistant to cold spells in spring and unusually mild winters. 107

Luk’ianenko may have cited Lysenko as “protective coloration,” as Douglas Weiner described
loyal statements conservationists made to distract the Soviet regime from their real values and
motives. 108 Perhaps whenever he had to deal with Lysenko or his associates, Luk’ianenko
played the role of a dedicated follower, and thereby misled Benediktov. In his work, however,
he remained in Krasnodar, some 1200 km from Moscow, and did his research his own way.
Luk’ianenko’s 1948 article can also be seen as an example of the scientific manipulation and
evasion of Lysenkoism described by Krementsov. Luk’ianenko’s article is in part “Lysenkoist”
research, but it presents its evidence honestly, and contains potentially useful data from
additional experiments that were Luk’ianenko’s own focus, and not strictly speaking
“Lysenkoist” in orientation. Luk’ianenko’s article, from this perspective, was a “pseudo-
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Lysenkoist” article, written with sufficient scholarly integrity to imply relatively clearly to an
alert reader that a Lysenkoist approach was inadequate.

E. Conclusions

The work of Luk’ianenko and certain other grain breeders led to an explosion of research on
HYVs in Russia from the 1960s onward, as well as substantial genetics research and greatly
improved education that began even before Lysenko’s removal from power. These topics,
however, lie outside the scope of this article. 109 This study of Luk’ianenko challenges the
prevailing view that Lysenko held back Soviet genetics for a generation. While certainly during
the heyday of Lysenkoism, the Soviet regime victimized many excellent Soviet geneticists and
wasted money and time on fraudulent Lysenkoists’ “research,” many other scientists conducted
valid, substantial, and important work—particularly in the area of plant breeding. Luk’ianenko
was not the only agricultural scientist who did such research in these years, but his work had
more national and international significance than that of any other Soviet agricultural scientist in
this period.

This work differed greatly from the conventional view of scientific research in the time of
Lysenko: Luk’ianenko’s work began before Lysenko’s rise and continued despite his
dominance. Luk’ianenko’s work relied substantially on plant varieties from outside the USSR,
in many cases brought into the USSR through the work of Nikolai Vavilov. He also relied on
conventional principles of genetics, including the guidelines for plant breeding published by
Vavilov, as well as some breeding theories and techniques from outside the USSR. In particular
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he and his co-workers independently sought and achieved the same goals as the Italians around
Strampelli in the early 20th century and Borlaug in the Green Revolution of the 1950s-1960s.

Luk’ianenko’s work during Lysenko’s time and afterwards produced several extremely
important wheat varieties that had the same characteristics as the Green Revolution varieties
created by Borlaug. Luk’ianenko’s Bezostaia-1, a semi-dwarf rust resistant HYV earned the
highest praise from European and American breeders including Borlaug as one of the best of the
HYVs. This finding thus goes beyond even Krementsov’s points about scientists’ evasion of
Lysenko. The work of Luk’ianenko and his colleagues, more than simply continuing previous
genetics-based work in plant breeding, achieved breakthroughs that put it at the forefront of
world wheat breeding, both in their methods and their results. Because of the accomplishments
of Luk’ianenko and his co-workers in Krasnodar, a post-Soviet Russian symposium on breeding
of wheat and triticale commemorating Lukianenko was entitled “The Green Revolution of P. P.
Luk’ianenko.”111 Thus despite Lysenko, Soviet agronomists and agriculture thus participated in
the international Green Revolution under Lysenko’s dominance as well as afterwards.
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